Dear editor,

The proposal of support for the forthcoming pilot culls of badgers in the west of England is, we believe, not representative of majority scientific or veterinary opinion.

As members of the veterinary profession, we are deeply concerned that BADGERS at night withスタンガン and rifles is very likely to have detrimental welfare impacts on a large number of individual badgers that may be shot, maimed and severely injured, but not killed outright. The natural behaviour of those injured badgers will be to retreat underground where they will probably suffer a slow and very unpleasant death.

Defra claims the "humaneness" of this killing method will be assessed by detailed protocols, with no public or esteemed scientific concern generated by this and by government as the voice of the veterinary profession. Given that methods should not be confined to those vets who have a vested membership, but rather is achieved through consultation with approachness, the BVA should withdraw its support for the Government's cull policy forthwith, and, at the very least, canvass its full membership.

In such circumstances, it cannot be right for the BVA to declare support for the badger cull.

Formulation of BVA policy rarely involves the canvassing of its full membership, but rather is achieved through consultation with appropriate specialist divisions. However, policy affecting the welfare of large numbers of badgers that will be subject to controversial control methods should not be confined to those vets who have a vested interest in the dairy or beef industries affected by TB. The public and the Government look to the veterinary profession to provide guidance and leadership on issues concerning animal welfare and the BVA, rightly or wrongly, is regarded by many members of the public and by government as the voice of the veterinary profession. Given the level of public and external scientific concern generated by this issue, it is surely incumbent on the BVA to ensure its policy reflects the uncertainties surrounding the impacts of culling, particularly in respect to the welfare of affected badgers and their communities.

Until there is known about the protocol for assessing "humaneness", the BVA should withdraw its support for the Government's policy forthwith, and, at the very least, canvass its full membership before reconsidering its position.

Yours faithfully,

ANDREW KNIGHT, BSc (VetBiol), BVMS, CertAW, DipEW, BVSc, MRCVS,
Werrington Centre, Peterborough PE4 6NA or email Andrew@jap-nap.org
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Student number concerns

Dear editor,

I am aware there is considerable disquiet among the profession about rising student numbers, and the letter from Clive Curry (May 13 letter) think he is, quoting the likes of the flat Earth Society and young-earth creationists as an argument for preventing the, I believe, more than 250 UK vet- erinary surgeons who practice homeopathy successfully from airing their views and telling their stories in a publication such as Veterinary Times? Has he never heard about the scare and denunciation heaped upon Charles Darwin when he published The Origin of Species? Has he not heard about the mainstream vet who forgot to open his mind and died of neural corruption?

Yours faithfully,

WILLIAM “TWINK” ALLEN, ScD, FRCVS,
The Paul Mellon Laboratory of Equine Reproduction,1B Woodston Road,
Newmarket, Suffolk CB8 8Jv.

Let it be the last word

Dear editor,

Please let Danny Chambers (May 13 letter) know that this eloquent letter covered all the bases. There is no place for discussion of homeopathy in a credible scientific/medical magazine. Yours faithfully,

NICHOL J QUANTRELL, BSc(Hons), BvetMed(Hons), PhD, MRCVS,
VETcall Veterinary Surgery,113 Station Road,
North Cingfold, London.

Supporting colleagues

Dear editor,

Rose Allister hits the nail on the head when she says the whole industry needs to do more to promote well-being in a positive way (April 29 issue). It’s the responsibility of all of our associations and organisations to play a role in promoting positive mental health and the responsibility of us all as individuals to support our colleagues.

Like the RCVS, the BVA supports the work of the WBF, Vetlife and the Vet Helpline and, among other things, we designed and distributed Vet Helpline stickers a couple of years ago to help vets keep the contact details for these important services close to hand. Alongside the emotional support these services offer, BVA has focused on a number of practical initiatives to reduce stress in the workplace, including development of the BVA legal helpline and our mediation and legal representation services.

We know from various member surveys that the first few years in practice are immensely stressful and that’s why we launched the Young Vet Network in 2007 to provide a range of practical support mechanisms for new graduates, such as the popular BVA New Graduates Guide, networking and mentoring opportunities, model contracts of employment, and advice on CVs, interviews, personal development plans and more.

We’ve also combined this practical approach with an emphasis on well-being through our CPD programme. This September we are running a course on “Dealing with stress in the workplace” and we’ve delighted Rose will be speaking in one of our congress sessions at this year’s London Vet Show (LV5) – “A positive approach to stress.” The BVA Careers Fair, which will return for the second year at LV5, has been designed to help vets who are struggling to take the next step in their careers and also includes sessions on time management, striking the right work/life balance, and how to avoid being sued. We’ve even taken the issue to an international level after I lob- bied for a veterinary professional wellness stream at the World Veterinary Congress in Prague in September.

There’s an awful lot going on to offer both emotional and practi- cal support to vets and I’d encourage everyone to take advantage of the services on offer and seek help from friends and colleagues. We’re a small profession and we need to look out for one another.

Yours faithfully,

PETER JONES, BVA president,7 Mansfield Street, London W1G 9NQ.

Unbiased research?

Dear editor,

I suggest Mr Taylor has a look at a paper by R.E. Hallamaa published in Equine Veterinary Education (Equine Vet Educ [2011] 22(2): 610-615) on the subject of autosemton preparation in the treatment of equine summer eczema (sweet itch) where 70 per cent of horses benefited from the treatment. The treatment was carried out using a homeopathic preparation.

I was surprised to find out in correspondence with the author (Hallamaa) that she is not a homeopath, but a research biochemist who has conducted similar trials on sarcoïd treatment, and whose original paper had references to homeopathy edited out before publication.

Now why would that be?

Your faithfully,

NIGEL DODMAN, MRCVS,
The Warner, New Radnor,
Powsy LDB 2TN.

Airing views in Vet Times

Dear editor,

Who does Danny Chambers (May 13 letter) think he is, quoting the likes of the flat Earth Society and young-earth creationists as an argument for preventing the, I believe, more than 250 UK vet- erinary surgeons who practice homeopathy successfully from airing their views and telling their stories in a publication such as Veterinary Times? Has he never heard about the scare and denunciation heaped upon Charles Darwin when he published The Origin of Species? Has he not heard about the mainstream vet who forgot to open his mind and died of neural corruption?

Yours faithfully,

WILLIAM “TWINK” ALLEN, ScD, FRCVS,
The Paul Mellon Laboratory of Equine Reproduction,1B Woodston Road,
Newmarket, Suffolk CB8 8Jv.
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Contact for RPA guidance

Dear editor,

Many readers will be aware of the sudden passing of Peter Mann. He acted as a Radiation Protection Advisor (RPA) for many practices throughout the UK and these practices now find themselves without suitable guidance. What is perhaps not common knowledge is I have worked with Peter in the past and, with the endorsement of his widow, Yvonne, I have taken on his lists. Practices are invited to contact me for advice on how to proceed – www.ravet.co.uk

Yours faithfully,

PETER COCKETT, BvMed, BSc, DVR, CertSAO, MRCVS,
Fisherman’s Cottage, Fisherman’s Lane, Aldermaston, Berkshire RG7 4LJ.